Any oriented Riemannian manifold with a Spin-structure defines a spectral triple, so the spectral triple can be regarded as a noncommutative Spin-manifold. Otherwise for any unoriented Riemannian manifold there is the two-fold covering by oriented Riemannian manifold. Moreover there are noncommutative generalizations of finite-fold coverings. This circumstances yield a notion of unoriented spectral triple which is covered by oriented one.
Definition 1.3. If
A is a C * -algebra then an action of a group G is said to be involutive if ga * = (ga) * for any a ∈ A and g ∈ G. The action is said to be non-degenerated if for any nontrivial g ∈ G there is a ∈ A such that ga = a. and A is an A-Hilbert module. We say that a triple A, A, G is an unital noncommutative finite-fold covering if A is a finitely generated projective A-Hilbert module.
Remark 1.5. Above definition is motivated by the Theorem 1.2.
Remark 1.6. From the Kasparov stabilization theorem [2] it follows that any finitely generated C * -Hilbert module is projective. It follows that "finitely generated projective" can be replaced with "finitely generated" in the Definition 1.4.
Spectral triples
This section contains citations of [7] . Definition 1.7. [7] An unital (oriented) spectral triple (A, H, D) consists of:
• a pre-C * -algebra A with an involution a → a * , equipped with a faithful representation on:
• a Hilbert space H; and also
There is a set of axioms for spectral triples described in [7, 10] .
Main Definition
Let M be an unoriented Riemannian manifold, and let M → M be a two-fold covering by oriented Riemannian manifold M with Spin-structure. There is an action of
D the spectral triple. Suppose g ∈ Z 2 is the unique nontrivial element and there is an
Denote by
The Riemannian manifold M is unoriented , it is reasonable to say that
is an unoriented spectral triple. Following definition is motivated by the above construction. 4. An unital oriented spectral triple A, H, D which satisfies to described in [7, 10] axioms, such that following conditions hold:
where (·, ·) is the scalar product on H,
is an unital noncommutative finite-fold covering and a following condition holds
(2.5)
Examples

Commutative unoriented spectral triples
Let M be an unoriented Riemannian manifold, and let M → M be a two listed covering by oriented Riemannian manifold M with Spin-structure given by Spin-bundle S. From the construction of the Section 2 it follows that there is a commutative unoriented spectral triple
Quantum SO (3)
Denote by g ∈ Z 2 the unique nontrivial element. There is a surjective group homomorphism
and the natural action of Z 2 on SU(2) such that
This action induces an action of Z 2 on a C * -algebra C (SU (2)) given by
where α, β are regarded as functions SU (2) → C. Indeed SU (2) is an oriented manifold, SO (3) is an unoriented one, and SU (2) → SO (3) is a two-fold covering. There is a quantum generalization of SU (2) and we will introduce a quantum analog of SO (3) . Let q be a real number such that 0 < q < 1. A quantum group C SU q (2) is the universal C * -algebra algebra generated by two elements α and β satisfying the following relations: (2)) it follows that C SU q (2) can be regarded as a noncommutative deformation of SU (2) . The dense pre-C * -algebra C ∞ SU q (2) ⊂ C SU q (2) is defined in [4] . Let Q, S ∈ B ℓ 2 N 0 be given by
and let R ∈ B (ℓ 2 (Z)) be given by e k → e k+1 . There is a faithful representation [11] 
We will denote by A f the dense * -subalgebra of C ∞ SU q (2) generated by α and β. There is a faithful state h :
where a ∈ C SU q (2) and e 0 ⊗ e n ∈ ℓ 2 N 0 ⊗ ℓ 2 (Z) (cf. [11] ). jk the jk th entry of t (l) . These are all elements of A f and they form an orthogonal basis for L 2 C SU q (2) 
jk : n = 0, 1 2 , 1, . . . , i, j = −n, −n + 1, . . . , n} is an orthonormal basis. The definition of equivariant operators (with respect to action of quantum groups) is described in [5] . It is proven in [4] that any unbounded equivariant operator D satisfies to the following condition
then there is a 3-summable spectral triple
described in [4] . According to [8] (equations (4.42)-(4.44) ) following condition holds
where N l jk ∈ R for any l, j, k and p l−k x; q −2(k−j) q 2(j+k) | q 2 is little Jacobi polynomial (cf. [8] ). There is a noncommutative analog of the action (3.2) given by
Definition 3.2. Denote by
The C * -algebra C SO q (3) is said to be the quantum SO (3). f . If
If m = 0 and n > 0 then
If m = 0 and n = 0 then k > 0 and
it follows that k ′ + m + n is odd. Similarly to the above proof one has
From the above equations it turns out that A f is a left A Z 2 f -module generated by α, α * , β, β * . Algebra A Z 2 f (resp. A f ) is dense in C SO q (3) (resp. C SU q (2) ) it follows that C SU q (2) is a left C SO q (3) -module generated by α, α * , β, β * . From the Remark 1.6 it turns out that C SU q (2) is a finitely generated projective C SO q (3) module. An action of Z 2 on L 2 C SU q (2) , h is naturally induced by the action Z 2 on C ∞ SU q (2) . From the above construction it follows that the unital orientable spectral triple
can be regarded as the triple given by condition 4 of the Definition 2.1. Also one sees that all conditions of the the Definition 2.1 hold, so one has an unoriented spectral triple
Isopectral deformations 3.3.1 Oriented Twisted Spectral Triples
A very general construction of isospectral deformations of noncommutative geometries is described in [3] . The construction implies in particular that any compact Spin-manifold M whose isometry group has rank ≥ 2 admits a natural one-parameter isospectral deformation to noncommutative geometries
D) be the canonical spectral triple associated with a compact spin-manifold M. We recall that A = C ∞ (M) is the algebra of smooth functions on M, S is the spinor bundle and / D is the Dirac operator. Let us assume that the group Isom(M) of isometries of M has rank r ≥ 2. Then, we have an inclusion
with T 2 = R 2 /2πZ 2 the usual torus, and we let U(s), s ∈ T 2 , be the corresponding unitary operators in H = L 2 (M, S) so that by construction
where α s ∈ Aut(A) is the action by isometries on the algebra of functions on M.
We let p = (p 1 , p 2 ) be the generator of the two-parameters group U(s) so that
The operators p 1 and p 2 commute with D. Both p 1 and p 2 have integral spectrum,
One defines a bigrading of the algebra of bounded operators in H with the operator T declared to be of bidegree (n 1 , n 2 ) when,
where α s (T) = U(s) T U(s) −1 as in (3.14).
Any operator T of class C ∞ relative to α s (i. e. such that the map s → α s (T) is of class C ∞ for the norm topology) can be uniquely written as a doubly infinite norm convergent sum of homogeneous elements,
with T n 1 ,n 2 of bidegree (n 1 , n 2 ) and where the sequence of norms || T n 1 ,n 2 || is of rapid decay in (n 1 , n 2 ). Let λ = exp(2πiθ). For any operator T in H of class C ∞ we define its left twist l(T) by
and its right twist r(T) by
Since |λ| = 1 and p 1 , p 2 are self-adjoint, both series converge in norm. Denote by C ∞ (M) n 1 ,n 2 ⊂ C ∞ (M) the C-linear subspace of elements of bidegree (n 1 , n 2 ). One has, Lemma 3.6. [3] a) Let x be a homogeneous operator of bidegree (n 1 , n 2 ) and y be a homogeneous operator of
b) Let x and y be homogeneous operators as before and define
The product * defined in (3.17) extends by linearity to an associative product on the linear space of smooth operators and could be called a * -product. One could also define a deformed 'right product'. If x is homogeneous of bidegree (n 1 , n 2 ) and y is homogeneous of bidegree (n ′ 1 , n ′ 2 ) the product is defined by
Then, along the lines of the previous lemma one shows that r(x)r(y) = r(x * r y).
We can now define a new spectral triple where both H and the operator D are unchanged while the algebra C ∞ (M) is modified to l(C ∞ (M)) . By Lemma 3.6 b) one checks that l (C ∞ (M)) is still an algebra. Since / D is of bidegree (0, 0) one has, 
Unoriented Twisted Spectral Triples
Suppose that M is unoreintable manifold which satisfies to (3.13), i.e. 
From the above construction we have an unoriented twisted spectral triple
which satisfies to the Definition (2.1).
